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The design of molecular switches opens exciting paths towards practical 
applications, such as molecular sensors for monitoring heavy metal ions or 
as photocatalysts to functionalize aldehydes. Among molecular machines, 
molecular switches can adopt at least two states encoding for distinct 
properties in response to external stimuli.  
 
With their versatile topology and properties, expanded porphyrins can act 
as a molecular switch. Nevertheless, those macrocycles are challenging to 
study due to their extensive size and their aromaticity.  As it is associated 
to many properties, aromaticity holds a pivotal place in the chemistry of 
porphyrins.  This PhD aims at designing molecular switches based on 
expanded porphyrins using a conceptual and a computational approach. 
 
This PhD work is subdivided in a methodology and in an applied part. The 
methodology part concentrates on assessing which method is suitable to 
study the energetic aspects and electronic properties of such macrocycles. 
Given the complexity of expanded porphyrins, the assessment of the 
method to study the properties is a tedious task.  In the second part, we 
explore the connection between the photophysical properties, the 
aromaticity and the topology of expanded porphyrins in various states 
(neutral, anionic, cationic and core-modified). In general, the aromaticity 
leaves its fingerprint on absorption spectra of expanded porphyrins but it 
is not the only factor determining the patterns of absorption spectra. By 
contrast, the magnitude of the nonlinear optical properties is connected to 
geometrical parameters. This work offers proof that expanded porphyrins 
can act as efficient molecular switches. 
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